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Ultra White fast stain remover for yellowed gelcoat
Specific product to remove GELCOAT yellowish stains. 
Biodegradable product.

Cleaning productsCode Package ml

65.748.60 500 10
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Bilge Sentidek cleaner
Cleaner for bilge, it removes mud, slime and oil-polluted water for a long time. 
Highly emulsifying product used for quick bilge cleaning.

Cleaning productsCode Package l
65.249.00 1
65.249.01 5

 

Extra-strong mould remover
It effectively removes mould from wood, synthetic fabric sails, synthetic leather upholstery. 
Do not use on fabric.

 Cleaners | Mould removersCode Package ml
65.755.00 500

 

Rubber Slide Sealant
Special product  to restore and protect PVC dinghies, hypalons and similar. It reconditions neoprene
on dinghies and helps prevent and cleans incrustations. It increases the lifespan of dinghies. 
Supplied with a spraying gun.

 SealantCode Package l

66.458.80 0.75 6

 

Rubber Life sealing and restoring liquid
Liquid repair paint which seals and restores neoprene or PVC fabric on dinghies, creating a highly
resistant clear plastic film. In the presence of small holes, Rubber Life may be applied to the external
part of the hole. 
In case of cuts Rubber Life is applied on the inner part of the cut with a syringe as tyre repair products.

 Rubber dinghy RepairsCode Package ml
66.459.00 500 10
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Maintenance cycle for desalinators
The cycle uses 3 specific products.
Phase 1 and Phase 2 have to be combined when a drop in performance occurs - usually when
diaphragms are incrustated  - or once a year.
Phase 3 is recommended when the desalinator is not going to be used for a long time. It prevents
deposits and stains. 
Not to be used for energy recovery systems (such as SCHENKER, SPECTRA).
The 1-l package is needed for the treatment of any desalinator, no matter the boat. 
Phase products have a 20-minute cycle time.

Cleaning productsCode Description Package l
65.749.01 Phase 1: for diaphragm washing 1 6
65.749.02 Phase 2: for diaphragm scraping 1 6
65.749.03 Phase 3: diaphragms preserving product 1 6

 

Silicone lubricant spray
Silicone lubricating oil, water-resistant, protective action for metal/plastic/rubber (it prevents cracking)
and electrical insulation.

Code Package ml
65.260.00 400


